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Dr Gary ADES
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Mr LEUNG Wing-hang

Dr Young NG Chun-yeong
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OPENING REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN

143/11  The Chairman welcomed all members and the public attendees to the meeting, in particular Ms LEE Mei Mei, Mimi, JP, Deputy Director of Home Affairs (1) of Home Affairs Department, Ms LOK Kit-ha, Chief Leisure Manager (New Territories East) of Leisure and Cultural Services Department, and Dr TAM Tze-wai, Senior Country Parks Officer/Ranger Services (Acting), who were attending the meeting for the first time.

OPENING REMARKS BY THE COUNTRY AND MARINE PARKS AUTHORITY

144/11  Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP, Country and Marine Parks Authority, thanked the Chairman and members for serving on the Board in the coming new term. He also thanked the retired members, Ms Betty HO Siu-fong, Prof Paul LAM Kwan-sing, JP, Dr LAW Chi-kwong, SBS, JP, Mr LI Yiu-ban, BBS, JP, Dr LO Wing-lok, JP, and Dr YAU Wing-kwong for their contribution to the Board in the past years.

INTRODUCTION OF MEMBERS BY THE CHAIRMAN

145/11  The Chairman introduced to the meeting the following nine new members who had
joined the Board w.e.f. 1 September 2011-

Non-official members
Professor Rebecca CHIU Lai-har, JP
Mr CHOW Kwok-keung
Dr Billy HAU Chi-hang
Ms KWAN Sau-wan
Ms LO Po-man
Dr NG Cho-nam, BBS, JP
Mr TANG King-shing, GBS, PDSM
Mr TIK Chi-yuen, BBS, JP

Official member
Mr Elvis AU Wai-kwong, JP

146/11 The Chairman then introduced all attending members and government representatives.

147/11 The Chairman informed members that, as an established practice, to facilitate the taking of meeting minutes, sound recording would be made during the meeting. The audio records would be destroyed after the meeting minutes were confirmed.

AGENDA ITEMS

I. Guidelines on Declarations of Interests

148/11 The Chairman drew members’ attention to the “Guidelines on Declaration of Interests”, copies of which had been sent to members prior to the meeting. She reminded members to disclose any direct personal or pecuniary interest in any matter under consideration by the Board prior to discussion of the item. Members noted that declaration of interests could be made verbally during a Board meeting or in writing to the Chairman or the Secretary before the meeting.

II. Formation of Committees of the Board and Election of Committee Chairmen

149/11 Mr Joseph SHAM briefed members on the formation of the Country Parks Committee, Marine Parks Committee and Public Relations Committee respectively, after
recapitulating the Terms of Reference of the three Committees. The membership lists of the three committees for the term from 1 September 2011 to 31 August 2013 were tabled.

150/11 Members elected the Committee Chairmen as follows:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committee</th>
<th>Chairman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Parks Committee</td>
<td>Prof CHU Lee-man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Parks Committee</td>
<td>Dr Eric LI Shing-foon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Relations Committee</td>
<td>Ms HUI Mei-sheung, Tennessy, JP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

151/11 Membership lists of the Country Parks Committee, the Marine Parks Committee and the Public Relations Committee are at Annexes I, II and III respectively.

152/11 The Chairman informed members that the first meeting of these Committees had been tentatively scheduled as follows-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committee</th>
<th>Schedule of the first meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Parks Committee</td>
<td>December 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Parks Committee</td>
<td>November 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Relations Committee</td>
<td>October 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

153/11 Members noted that the Board Secretary would approach respective Chairman to confirm the date of the first meeting and work out the meeting schedules for the year 2012 which would be distributed to members afterward.

[Post-meeting note: The first meeting of the Country Parks Committee, the Marine Parks Committee and the Public Relations Committee were held on 8 December 2011, 1 December 2011 and 25 October 2011 respectively. The meeting schedules of the Board and its three Committees for 2012 were issued to their respective members on 6 December 2012.]

(A group photo was taken for CMPB members at this juncture)

III. Confirmation of Minutes of the Last Meeting held on 24 May 2011

154/11 The minutes of the last meeting held on 24 May 2011 were confirmed without amendments.
IV. Matters Arising

(a) Review of the Criteria for Designating Country Parks and Proposed Measures for Protecting Country Park Enclaves (Para. 92/11 to 126/11)

155/11 Mr LEUNG Chi-hong reported that the proposed designation of country park enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan as part of Sai Kung East Country Park (SKECP) would be presented under Agenda Item V.

156/11 The Chairman advised members that the proposed designation of country park enclaves would be an ongoing issue to be discussed in the meetings of the current term.


157/11 Mr Joseph SHAM introduced to members Working Paper WP_CMPB/10/2011. Mr Franco NG gave a powerpoint presentation to elaborate the assessment of the suitability to designate the enclave in Tai Long Sai Wan as part of SKECP. Mr Joseph SHAM said that during the briefing to Sai Kung Rural Committee (SKRC) about the proposal on 10 October 2011, the SKRC had expressed reservations. Some SKRC members raised strong objection that their right for small house development might be affected if their lands within the enclave were to be incorporated into the SKECP.

158/11 A member strongly supported the proposed designation. He said that the landscape beauty of Tai Long Sai Wan was unique and world-class. The proposed designation was in response to the public demand for enhanced conservation of the site. The designation would bring better management from AFCD than mere statutory land-use zoning. He went on to say that incorporation of private lands into country parks was not uncommon in other parts of the world. For example, about 90% of country park areas in Great Britain were private lands while in Mainland human settlements and agricultural activities commonly existed together in protected areas. In his view, private lands in the country parks of Hong Kong should not be treated separately from the overall perspective of conservation. He also believed that existing mechanism and procedures could resolve any issues of private property rights under dispute. He remarked that the designation of country park enclaves as country parks would be a big step forward in the conservation of natural landscape of the country parks and their surrounding areas.

(Dr NG Cho-nam, BBS, JP left the meeting at this juncture.)
159/11 In response to a member’s enquiries, Mr Joseph SHAM replied that the Country and Marine Parks Authority (the Authority) would assess the individual merits of each enclave to determine whether it would be suitable for either designating it as part of a country park or including it into an Outline Zoning Plan (OZP) under the Town Planning Ordinance (TPO). He advised that an enclave would be subject to the Country Parks Ordinance (CPO) and AFCD’s management once it was included into a country park. Under the CPO, no new development shall be carried out within an area of the proposed country park without prior approval of the Authority. The Authority would deliberate each application for the new development and might seek advice from the Board if necessary. Any aggrieved occupiers might object and if overruled, might seek compensation according to procedures prescribed under the CPO. He highlighted that existing use of any private lands incorporated into country parks would not be affected.

160/11 The Chairman supplemented that para. 3.1 – 3.3 of the Paper had clearly depicted the criteria in assessing the suitability of a site for country park designation, in particular for the enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan. She said that all the enclaves would be assessed according to the criteria on a case-by-case basis to ascertain whether it would be suitable for either designating it as part of a country park or including it into an OZP under the TPO.

161/11 A member expressed his opposition to the proposal. He said that the proposal would prejudice the right of indigenous villagers in developing their lands. He remarked that welfare organizations were given preferential treatment on their applications for building development in country parks. On the other hand, small house development applications of local villagers were often forestalled. Although he supported the need for conservation of a site, he was however not convinced that conservation should mean leaving the land idle. He added that the right of indigenous villagers in developing their lands should also be safeguarded.

162/11 The Chairman responded to the member’s remarks that the Board would impartially consider each application for the new development in country parks on a case-by-case basis from the perspective of its possible impacts on the country parks. She recalled that there had not been a claim for compensation submitted to the Board though there were procedures prescribed under the CPO for claiming compensation.

163/11 A member in-principle supported the proposed designation. He said that existing use of private lands in country parks would not be affected. He recalled that the Board had approved applications for the new development provided that such development would be compatible with the country park setting.
Mr Joseph SHAM responded to the member's opinions that few slopes existed within the private lands inside the enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan. Hence, it would be unlikely that the Authority would have to deal with the slope issues.

Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP said that it was not necessary for hikers to pass by private lands as hikers could go through the government land in the enclave. He highlighted that the legal rights of owners of private lands incorporated into country parks would completely be safeguarded. Hence, the existing use of the lands, including Old Schedule agricultural lots or Old Schedule building lots, would not be affected. He remarked that in the past the Authority had approved applications for new development provided that they were compatible with the country park setting.

A member was very supportive of the proposed designation. He said that AFCD could make better utilization of its resources after the site had been under its management. Besides, he was concerned that the designation might not prevent excavation that took place last year.

Mr Joseph SHAM replied to the member's enquiries that there were about 460 hectares of private lands within existing country parks. Besides, only a few applications for new development in the private lands had been submitted to the Board for consideration.

Ms Karen CHAN Pui-see supplemented that the private agricultural lands in Tai Long Sai Wan should be Old Schedule agricultural lots. Hence, setting up turfed areas in these agricultural lots within the Sai Wan enclave should be permitted under the existing land lease.

Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP advised that the Board could take this opportunity to focus on a concrete case by considering whether setting up turfed areas and artificial ponds in an enclave had degraded the aesthetic and landscape quality of a country park, and hence incompatible with country park setting. Therefore, the Board could make reference to this case for cases to be discussed in the future.

A member fully supported the proposed designation. She said that Tai Long Sai Wan was a scenic place in close proximity to urban areas, which was rare in the world. She believed that AFCD would realize the great recreation potential of the enclave after the designation.

A member supported the proposed designation. He said that the designation would protect the scenery of the enclave and regulate the development there so that Hong Kong people could continue to enjoy the scenery of Tai Long Sai Wan.

A member supported the proposed designation. He raised concerns on the issue of fairness and justice as well as the balance of interests among different interested parties. He
highlighted that perhaps the owners of private lands envisaged that the potential value of their lands would be affected if their lands were to be designated as part of country parks. The landowners might challenge the Authority possibly through judicial review. He worried that some members of the public might worry that Tai Long Sai Wan was not an individual case and similar decisions would be made for other enclaves in the future.

173/11 The Chairman emphasized that the designation of the enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan was an individual case and this should not affect the other 53 enclaves to be considered in the future. She said that each enclave had its unique features. Consequently, some enclaves were not suitable for designation as country parks and should be covered by OZP instead. She advised members that they should consider the proposed designation of the enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan only at this meeting and should not regard the proposed designation as setting a precedent for the other enclaves.

174/11 Mr Elvis AU Wai-kwong, JP recapitulated that it was the Administration’s policy that the Authority would carefully assess each of the 54 enclaves on a case-by-case basis to see whether it should be protected by either designating it as part of a country park or including it into an OZP under the TPO.

175/11 A member concurred with the view that each of the 54 enclaves should be assessed on a case-by-case basis. He strongly supported the proposed designation as the site had high recreational potential and was a popular spot for country park visitors. He believed that AFCD could enhance its management after the designation since the enclave was an integral part of the SKECP.

176/11 A member remarked that though the Board would consider each enclave on a case-by-case basis, some stakeholders might conceive that the potential value of their lands would be affected and the designation might become a precedent.

177/11 Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP said that the Administration would listen to the opinions of different stakeholders as well as the Board and consider the interests of different stakeholders together and as a whole. He recapitulated that protection of country park enclaves against incompatible uses had been discussed by various sectors of the community since mid 2010. It was agreed that appropriate protection measures for country park enclaves should be implemented as soon as possible and these measures would be beneficial to different stakeholders, including owners of private lands. By citing successful examples in Fung Yuen and Long Valley, he said that interested owners of private lands in country park enclaves and in country parks could be incentivized to undertake conservation activities under the extended Management Agreement (MA) Scheme.
178/11 Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP went on to say that the designation would enable the Authority to allocate to the site more resources, build more recreational facilities and provide better management. He highlighted that the Authority would consider the opinions of the Board and of various sectors of the community during the statutory procedures prescribed under the CPO for incorporation of the enclave into the SKECP.

179/11 A member stated that the proposed designation would become a precedent for the other 53 enclaves and may give rise to possible lawsuits in the future. Besides, he said that the Administration should address the villagers’ concern that the designation would infringe their private property rights without proper compensation. He expressed that he had no disagreement to take conservation as top priority provided that there was cooperation between the Administration and indigenous villagers. He said the Administration should communicate with indigenous villagers so as to settle the differences; otherwise, the designation would intensify the conflicts between indigenous villagers and urban dwellers. He remarked that the interests of owners of private lands and of indigenous villagers should also be taken into consideration under the MA Scheme.

180/11 The Chairman concurred that there must be cooperation between indigenous villagers and the Administration for conservation. Hence, the Administration should have continuous communication with indigenous villagers so as to achieve a win-win situation. Apart from the villagers’ interests, the Board should also take the demand for public enjoyment of the natural environment into consideration. In this regard, the Board and the Administration should strike a balance among different stakeholders’ interests so as to achieve the optimal outcome.

181/11 The Chairman reiterated that each enclave had its unique features and the proposed designation should not be taken as a precedent. The Board would not consider that the designation of enclaves as part of country parks was the sole protection measure hence not all the enclaves must be incorporated into country parks. She pointed out that there must be cooperation between indigenous villagers and the Administration to achieve the goal of conservation. The MA Scheme could make reference to the experience of overseas public-private partnership schemes so as to seek common grounds while reducing differences between the Administration and indigenous villagers.

182/11 In response to the member’s enquiries, Mr Elvis AU Wai-kwong, JP stated that the private lands in the enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan would be covered under the extended scope of the MA Scheme. To promote the MA Scheme, in early September 2011 AFCD had conducted a briefing session to share the experience of Fung Yuen and Long Valley with non-profit making organizations and to introduce the conservation activities with financial incentives.
Mr Elvis AU, JP said that Tai Long Sai Wan was a popular tourist spot. As Hong Kong National Geopark had become Hong Kong Global Geopark of China, it was expected that increasing local and overseas visitors would visit Tai Long Sai Wan. As a result, indigenous villagers and Sai Kung community could reap the economic benefits of eco-tourism. He highlighted that resumption of private lands would not be included under the MA Scheme.

A member supported the proposed designation from the perspectives of conservation and landscape. She remarked that the natural beauty of the site was an integral part of the landscape of the SKECP and the public expected the Government to protect the site. She suggested that the Administration should publicize that the private property rights of landowners were protected under CPO and the landowners would be entitled to the existing use of their lands under land leases if their lands would have been incorporated into country parks. After the incorporation, new development would still be allowed if it were in harmony with the country park setting. In case the Authority refused to give approval of new development or use permitted under the land lease, landowners would have the right to claim compensation from the Government. She believed that the publicity would reduce any misunderstanding among various interested parties in the future.

(Hon WONG Yung-kan, SBS, JP left the meeting at this juncture)

In response to members' views, Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP agreed to a member's views that the interests of owners of private land and of indigenous villagers should be taken into consideration, in particular under the MA Scheme. He pointed out that AFCD had given very strong support to agricultural land rehabilitation undertaken by green groups and social enterprises on fallow agricultural land in New Territories. Apart from green groups, he said that the involvement of local residents was welcome in the rehabilitation.

Mr Alan WONG Chi-kong, JP went on to say that he agreed with a member's suggestion that AFCD, in conjunction with HAD, District Councils and rural committees, should conduct more publicity and educational activities for local residents. Hearing that the majority of Board members supported the proposed designation, he reiterated the forthcoming statutory procedures of the proposed designation and said the Board would be consulted in the interim.

After thorough discussion, the Chairman concluded that the majority of members in principle supported the proposed designation of the country park enclave of Tai Long Sai Wan as part of Sai Kung East Country Park. She highlighted that the interests of local residents should be addressed so as to minimise conflicts among stakeholders and to have harmony in country parks. She suggested that the Authority should have more communication with local residents. Apart from addressing the interests of local residents, she remarked that the
Authority should meet the public demand that more resources and better management be given to the site for conservation of the natural landscape.

(Ms LEE Mei Mei, Mimi, JP and Mr Simon CHAN Kin-fung left the meeting at this juncture.)

VI. Summary Report of Country Parks Committee (CPC)  

188/11 As Ms Betty HO Siu-fong, Chairman of the Country Parks Committee for the term 2009 - 2011, had retired from the Committee, the Chairman invited Mr LEUNG Chi-hong to present the Summary Report of CPC on behalf of Ms HO. Members noted the Report.

(Ms LO Po-man left the meeting at this juncture.)

VII. Summary Report of Marine Parks Committee (MPC)  

189/11 As Prof Paul LAM Kwan-sing, JP, Chairman of the Marine Parks Committee for the term 2009 - 2011, had retired from the Committee, the Chairman invited Mr Alan CHAN Lai-koon to present the Summary Report of MPC on behalf of Prof LAM. Members noted the Report.

VIII. Summary Report of Public Relations Committee (PRC)  

190/11 As Dr LO Wing-lok, JP, Chairman of the Public Relations Committee for the term 2009 - 2011, had retired from the Committee, the Chairman invited Mr Joseph SHAM to present the Summary Report of PRC on behalf of Dr LO. Mr SHAM highlighted that Global Geoparks Network (GGN) had announced its acceptance of Hong Kong National Geopark’s application for membership of the GGN. After joining the Network, Hong Kong National Geopark was officially renamed as Hong Kong Global Geopark of China (HKGGC). An open ceremony would be held for HKGCC in December 2011. Members noted the Report.

[Post-meeting note: The opening ceremony of HKGCC was officiated by the Chief Executive on 14 December 2011.]

IX. Country and Marine Parks Authority Progress Report  
(Working Paper WP/CMPB/14/2011)
191/11 Mr Joseph SHAM presented Working Paper WP/CMPB/14/2011 on Country and 
Marine Parks Authority Progress Report for the period from 1 April to 31 August 2011.

192/11 As regards a member’s enquiry about the progress on reconstruction of rain shelters 
in country parks for 2011 to 2012, Mr LEUNG Chi-hong answered that the returned tender 
prices were greater than the approved limit of $500,000 for each project. AFCD was resolving 
the issue by carrying out in house maintenance works to the worn-out rain shelters in the year, 
and would re-tender the shelters re-construction project in next financial year.

X. Annual Field Visit

193/11 Mr Joseph SHAM informed the meeting that the annual field visit was scheduled to 
be held on either 24 November (Thursday) or 2 December (Friday) 2011. The Secretary would 
invite members to indicate their availability on the proposed dates in due course. He briefed 
member on the draft itinerary which would cover visits to Lai Chi Wo Geosite, Kat O Geosite as 
well as Kat O Geoheritage Centre, Ap Chau Hoi, Tai Po Kau Nature Reserve, and AFCD Fire 
Control Centre at Kowloon Hills. Members noted the draft itinerary.

194/11 The Chairman earnestly invited members to join the Visit.

[Post-meeting note: The Secretary had invited members to indicate their availability on the 
proposed dates and then informed members that the annual field visit would be held on 2 
December 2011. The annual field visit was taken place on 2 December 2011.]

XI. Any Other Business

195/11 Members had no other business to discuss.

XII. Date of Next Meeting

196/11 The Chairman informed members that they would be informed of the date of next 
meeting in due course.

[Post-meeting note: The next meeting was tentatively scheduled for 22 February 2012 at 2:30 
p.m.] 

197/11 The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m.

--- End ---
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